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THE SECONDARY SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS AND GREEN 
CURRENTS ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN SYMMETRIC PAIRS 
TAKAYUKI ODA AND MASAO TSUZUKI 
ABSTRACT. We construct a Poincare dual form and a Green current for a modular 
cycle of higher codimension on an arithmetic quotient of a certain Hermitian symmetric 
domain, generalizing the classical construction of the automorphic Green function for 
the modular curves. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Arithmetic quotients of hermitian symmetric domains are important objects to inves-
tigate. For example, the moduli spaces of abelian varieties with certain endomorphisms 
and polarization types, and the moduli spaces. of K3 surfaces are realized as such. To 
understand the cohomology groups and the cycle geometry of these quotients is very 
interesting arithmetic problem. There is a history to investigate this theme around the 
time of establishment of the Matsushima isomorphism. The construction method of cycles 
by means of equivariant embeddings of locally symmetric spaces are called 'generalized 
modular symbols '. ( cf [4]). 
If both the embedded and the ambient spaces are of hermitian there is an extensive 
study by Satake [8] for possible embeddings. Sometimes they have been called modular 
embed dings. Let 
j: 1.::.\H/Hn I<---+ I'\G/I< 
be a modular embedding with G a semisimple Lie group, I< a maximal compact subgroup 
of G, H a symmetric subgroup such that H n I< is maximally compact in H and r, 6. 
are compatible arithmetic subgroups of H respectively. Then j yields the restriction 
map of cohomology 
j 0 : H0(I'\G/K,<C)---+ H'Q(b,\H/H n K, 
E {empty, c, !} a support condition of cohomology theories). Then we have the 
Poincare dual map 
(jo ),, : H~m-q(l:!.. \H/ H n K, C)-> H!n-q(I'\G/ f{, <C) 
with * the support condition dual to \?. 'We propose here a 
Problem: Construct the Poincare dual map (jo )* explicitly. 
This problem seems to be quite difficult to answer generally. But at least for special 
case, we have a tractable method: to use Poincare series and derived Green currents. 
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In a paper we discuss for the case when the complex codimension of 
l:i \H/H n Kin f\G/ I< is one. We can extend the similar construction for higher codi-
·'"'0'-'-d•JOJ'-"'"' case associated with the symmetric pair - 1, x in this 
article. We note that its dual symmetric U(p + q- 1, 1), U(p- 1, X which 
yields a class of higher codimensional cycles i.n a discrete of a complex hyper ball, 
1s treated in by a similar method. 
Because this article is a short summary of the forthcoming paper, no 1s 
included. 
Notation: 
The number 0 is included in the set of natural numbers: 
For any matrix B = (b;J) with coefficients in B~ = 
transpose ma.trix. 
1, 2, ... }. 
denotes its 
We follow the usual convention that the Lie algebra of a real Lie group G is v_,,,"v''"u 
the corresponding letter _g. 
2. PRELIMINAKY 
2.1. Unitary group and H~s symmetric space. Let 
lp,g} be the unitary group of the Hermitian form Ip,q = 
(p+, ·we assume p;:: q;,:;;: 2 from now on. 
The inner automorphism () : g H- Ip,q g Ip,q is a Carhm involution of G and its fixed 
point set 
E U(p), E 
yields a maximal compact subgroup of G. The ( -1 )-eigenspace of d() : fJ -+ g denoted by 
}1 is identified with the tangent space of the G-homogeneous manifold G /I< at its origin 
o = K. The action J = IP the element Z 0 = diag( -J=I lq) in the 
center of I< yields a K-invariant complex structure on ~1 ~ To(G/ K), which propagates 
a G-invariant complex structure on The complexification l'c is decomposed to its 
holomorphic and anti-holomorphic subspaces: Pc = P+ EB P- 1Nith lJ± = {X E Pd 
±v'-lX}. If we identify 1:Jc = g[p+q(<C) naturally, we have 
= [g 0'] E glp+q(<C)I x 1 E Mp,q(C)}, 
= [xq' g] E f!(p+q(<C)I X 11 E 
Let X H· X be the complex conjugate in with respect to its real form g. Then 
X= E g:e) and P±(x) = P+(x*) (Vx E Mp,q(C)). 
The non-degenerate R-bilinear form Bg(X, Y) = 2- 1tr(XY) on g entails a positive 
definite /{-invariant inner product Bp on p, which propagates a G-invariant metric on 
G/ I<, The mertic on Gj I< is Kaehler and the associated 2-form form is given by 
(2.1) Wp(X, Y) = Bp(X, JY), X, y E p 
on p ~ Ta(G/ K). 
Let Bp'J:: be the complex bilinear extension of the inner product Bp• on p* dual to 
B~. Then Pc is equipped with the hermitian inner product (ele) = Bp[;(e, e), which is 
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extended to the exterior 
1\ Pc to its hi degree b) 
.1\. !Jc canonically. Note the natural decomposition of 
elements 
form. For a E 1\ P2;, let u.s define 
L = is cm:mnonly called Lefshetz 
hermitian in11er of /\ Pc is denoted by 
the of the Lefshetz , is denoted 
vviLh respect to the 
In particular, the operator 
2.2. A syr.1unetrk~ .:mbgrCPup. Let us consider the involution a of G defined 
Let H = 
restriction 
, -1, g diag(lp-ll -1, 
subgroup of G. fJ is con:mmtative 
l-l vvitb a, Cartan .involutionc Tlhe 0-fixed points 
E E 
a, the 
is a maximaJ of B. The Cart an of the Lie algebra ~ of 
I-l is ~ = (!' n ffi (IJ n Since the element Zo defini:ng the ,N.<Uf-'"~A structure J of l' 
belongs to the center of H rl K, J a H n J{-inva:riant 
vector space ~ II j:l 9:! To( HI H rl which propagates an H -inva.riant structure 
of H-homogeneous m::mifold HI H n I<. We put HI I-l n J{ the H-invariant metric '-.-V.!Hl!lJ<, 
from the restriction of B, to ~ n p. The metric is Kahler and the associated 2-·-form on 
p n !:J 2:! n is wpniJ = c.v~I(!J n (P n f)). 
As a consequence of the constructions so far, the inclusion HI H n I< Y K is a 
map between Kahler rimnifolds and HI H n = q. 
2.3. Root vecto:rs. For 1 
in Mp+q(C). The matrices 
g[p+q(C). 
:( i,j :( p + q, let Eij denotes the matrix unit 
comprise a C-basis of the complexified Lie flc = 
Let q be the ( -1 )-eigenspace of da : g -> g. Since fJ and a are mutually commutative 
g is decomposed to their eigenspaces: fl = ~)GJ(pnq)ffi(Pn!:J)ffi(tnq). 
(g, ~) is a symmetric pair of split rank one, a~nd u = R.Yo with Y0 = Ep,p+l + Ep+l,p 
is a maximal abelian subspace of p ll q. The set of a-roots in g is = { ±\ ±2),}. Here 
,\ E a* is the unique simple root such that = L The signature ([7]) of each root is 
d ( m+(.>.) m+(z>.)) _ fz(q-1) 1) compute as m-(,\) m-(z>.) - \ 2(p-1) o / · 
Set M = ZHnK(a). Then 
M = {diag(x11 u,u,x2)lx1 E U(p-1), u E U(l), x 2 E U(q-
coincides with ZK(a). 
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For 1 ::s; i ::s; p - 1 and 1 ::s; j ::s; q - 1, set 
X~= Ep,p+l, 
Xj = Ep,p+i+l, 
This notation is consistent with the complex conjugation. 
Then we have 
P+ n qc = (XJ ( 0 ::s; j ::s; q - 1) )c, 
P- n Clc = (XJ (0 ::s; j ::s; q- 1))c, 
P+ n =(X;~ (1 ::s; i ::s; p- 1))rc EB (X;~ (1 ::s; i ::s; p- 1, 1 ::s; j ::s; q- 1))c, 
n ~c = (.XJ) (1 ::s; i ::s; p- EB (.xt (l ::s; i ::s; p- 1,1 ::s; j ::s; q- l))c, 
(e n = (Zj, z; (1 ::s; i ::s; p -
Consider the one parameter subgroup 
a - exp(t·v) - d1'ag (1 1· cosht sinht] 1 ) t - · Io - p-1, _ sinht cosht ' q-1 ' (t E JR) 
of G. Then by general theory, the group G is a disjoint union of double cosets H atK (t ;?: 0) 
and the Lie algebra f1 = 1 ~ +a+~ if t > 0. We have 
Xq = 1 y _ .!. _V-I Ad(a")-t z~ + B: c?sh(2t) z~ 
0 2 0 2 smh(2t) - ' 0 2 smh(2t) 0' 
X~= -)_Ad(a")-tz~- c?sht 7.? (1 s:_ . / J smht ' J smht ~ J ' -...;: J "':: q -
X~ = _l_Ad(a.-)-lx· ~ - sinht Zq (1 s:_ . _.... 1) 
' coshi ' 1 cosht • ' '-" z ":::: P - • 
2.4. Invariant measures, Let dk and dk0 be the Haar measures of the compact groups 
K and H n K with total volume 1 respectively. Then we can take a unique Haar measure 
(resp. dh) of G (resp. H) such that the quotient measure ~~ (resp. 1k~) coincides 
with the invariant measure on the symmetric space G/K (resp. H/KH) determined by 
the Kahler volume form. 
Lemma 1. For any integrable function f on G, we have 
(2.2) = r dh jH 
with dt the Lebesgue measure of lR and 
e(t) = i(qg)(sinht)2q-l(cosht) 2p-l. 
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3. CERTAIN INVARIANT TENSORS 
For a C 00-manifold U, let A(U) denote the space of C 00-differential forms on U and 
Ac(U) the subspace of those forms with compact support; when necessary we topologize 
these spaces in the usual way. 
When U has a complex structure, A"•b(U) denotes the space of C""-di:fferential forms 
of bidegree (a, b). 
3.L Current defined by the symmetric subgroup. Let j : H/ H n K '-t G/ K be 
the natural inclusion. Then a (q, q)-current !iHfHnK on G/ K is defined by the integration 
= { j*a, 
JHJHnK 
a E Ac(G/ K). 
Lemma 2. For 01. E A-c( G / K), we have 




_ 1 wq(p-1) 
- (q(p-1))! pnf) E Pc 
is the J{ n H -invariant tenso·r corresponding to the K iihler volume HjHnK. 
For our purpose, it is important to understand the nature of the tensor A q-d( *volpnr1) 
in some detaiL First we have 
Lemma 3. For 0 ~ d ~ q, 
Aq-d( 1 - (q-d)! ,d *VO pr - d! '/pp· 
3.2. K-spect:rum of certain K-module. The aim ofthis subsection is to obtain 
an Ot-eigendecomposition of the tensor A q-d( *VOlpn~). Here n~ is the Casimir element of 
I< corresponding to the invariant form 
The coadjoint representation of I< on Pc is naturally extended to a unitary represen-
tation r : I< -t p(:) in such a way that r(k)(a 1\ = r(k)a 1\ r(k)(3 holds for 
a, E /\Pc and k E I<. For b) E l"-'P, ra,b denotes the subrepresentation of ron 
Pc· 
For 1 ~ i ~ p, q ~ j ~ q, let us define Lv;j E p(: w;j(.E01,p+f3) = 6;at5jf3 (1 ~a~ p, 1 ~ 
(3 ~ q), W;j IP- = 0. Then w;j's and their conjugates w;j comprise a C-basis of Pc 
dual of the basis of matrix units in !Jre. 
For "( E p(:, the r-fold wedge product "( /\ "( 1\ · · · /\ "( is denoted by '"Yr. In order to 
have a decomposition of '"Y;p into eigenvectors of the Casimir operator n~, we first analyze 
the K-spectrum of U(ec)"f;P, the cyclic U(~c)-submodule of Pc generated by '"Y;p. 
Since ~c ~ glp(C) EB g[q(C), the highest weight of an irreducible representation of~ is 
supposed to take the form 
A= [lll l2, ... , lP] EB [mh m2, ... , m 9] 
with mj E Z such that l1 ~ l2 ~ • • • ~ lP, m 1 ~ m2 ~ • • • mq. 
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Lemma "L Let 0 ~ d ~ q and V an irreducible submodule 
of V is the 0, ... , 0) -K] EEJ .•• , 0] 
For 0 ~ p;, ;;: d, let 
Then Lenm1.a. 4 implies 




Note that is a trivial representation of}(. 





:For 0 ~ d ~; q, 0 ;,;;; K ;,;;; d, set 




Proposition 6. Let 0;,;;; d ~ q. 
. ~ . ' 
::-:0. 





ne with the 




N-d ( *Voli'n~) = L ~~~d) . 
. 1{.=0 
Moreover, the tensors (0 ;,;;; d ~ q) are 0; we have 
B(d-l) (0 < / d) 
:::: 1{, , ~ K' . 
REMARK: The ~-module with 0 ~ K < dis not necessarily irreducible. For example, 
when p = q = 2, V0(z) = C EEJ Cis two dimensional and contains a non trivial K-invariant 
tensor orthogonal to 
4. POLAR DECOMPOSITION OF SEVERAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
In this subsection we have an expression of several differential operators acting on the 
space of H-invariant forms A((G- HK)/ K)H. 
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4.L Differential forms, F'or any right [{-stable open S of G and a unitary rep-
resentation W) J{, let coo p) denotes the space of coo -function cp : S -1 W 
such that 
For g E G, let 
rno~p 
aE a function a E 
E Vk E I<). 
be the left translation on 
rega.rded as a linear map p 
is defined the formula 
E E 
The map a H from the space of forms 
space of K; we these two spaces by this 
Since G- HI< is left H-stable and right K-stable open subset of G, both 
and H, <md the 
, r"•b) preserves the If-actions. 
each t > 0, the valne 
a coo ¢;: 
there exists a such that 
tangent 
Given 
4.2. Laplacian. Let Dm, flr1nt and !19 be Casirnir element of kl, K, H n I< and G 







n~ = nm- (ZS) 2 - 2 2)zJzJ + - ':) V(Zq 7~ L 
...... ~ t J:..J~ "l 
.i=l i=1 
q-1 p-l 
nll = n~ + 2 I)xJ .XJ + +22)xflxJ)+ 
j=O i=l 
Let us introduce the operators 
p-1 




acting on 1\ Pc· Let D. be the Hodge laplacian acting on A((G- HI<)/ K). 
Proposition 8. Let cp E C00 ((G- HK)j K; r)H and set = cp(at)(t > 0). Then 
D.( <p )(at) = - 'DtcP( t) ( t > 0) with 'Dt the (I\ p(;)M -val ned differential operator 
'Dt =ft22 + ((2p -l)tanht + (2q -l)cotht) ft 
+ 45r,JJ + -4se,q -L l(cotht- tanht) 2 r(Zf)) 2 + r(D ). smh2 t cosh2 t 1 4 0 m 
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4.3. 88-operato:r. Since ( G - H K) I K is an open subset of the complex manifold G I K, 
we have usual operators a and a acting on A( ( G - HI<) I K). The aim here is to obtain 
an expression of the composite operator 88 on the H-invariant forms. 
Let us introduce operators acting on A p;C: 
p-1 p-1 p-1 
P+ = L e(wH)r(Zn, p_ = z=; e(wil)r(zn, e(ryry) = ~I::e(cv;1 /\w;1), 
i=l i=l 
q-1 q-1 q-1 




A= ):-1 e(ry~) + ~e(wo !\ <:<io)- e(wo)P- + e(wo)P+, 
B = ):-:re(ryq) + te(wo !\ wo)- e(wo)R_ + e(wo)R+, 
C = e(w0 )CP+ + R+) + P_R,+ + 1LP+· 
Here we set wo = wp,l· 
Proposition 9., Let cp E C00 ((G- HK)IK;r)H ad set ¢(t) = cp(at) (t > 0). Then 
(88cp)(at) = f..t¢(t) (t > 0) with £ 1 the Pc)M-valued dijJe1·ential operator 
Ct = ie(wo !\ wo) ft22 + Htanht A+ cotht B)ft 
+tanh2tP_P+ + 1LR+ +C 
+ 7(1 + tanh2t) (J=-:re(ry~)- e(w0 )P_- e(w0)P+) r(Z2) 
+ 1fl(l + coth2 t) ( ):-:re(ryq)- e(w0 )1L - e(w0 )R+) r(zg) 
+ ~e(wo !\ w0 )r(Zg) + {5(tanht + cotht) 2r(zg) 2 • 
5. THE SECONDARY SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we fix an integer 0 ::;; d ::;; q and set 
= C- {2d + p- q- 1 - 2nj n E N}. 
Here is the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 10. (1) There exists a unique family cp~d) (s E D(d)) of functions with the 
properties: 
(i) ForsE D(a), cp~d) E C00 ((G- HPt)/ I<; rd,d)H. 
(ii) For each g E G- HI<, the value cpid)(g) depends on s E D(d) holomorphically. 
(iii) }or each s E D(d), 
D9cp~dl(g) = (s 2 - (p + q- 1)2)cpidl(g), (g E G- HI<). 
(iv) It has the 'small-time behavior' 
lim t 2(q-l)cp(d)(at) = Aq-d(*vol n~). t~O+D 8 p ~ 
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( v) It has the 'large-time behavior' 
<p~d)(at) = O(e-(Re(s)+p+q-l)t), (t--+ +oo). 
(2) The radial value c,o~d)(at) is given by the explicit formula 
d 
<p~dl( at) = L F~( s; t) e~d)' 
Here for each"' E N1 s E C and t > 0, we set 
t - r(a+p~q-1 + ~~:)rc-r;q+l- ~~:)_ 
)- r(s+I)r(q-1) 
(t > 0). 
X (coshtt(•+p+q-l) zF1 (•+p-~q-l + r;;, •-p~q+l- ti:i s + 1; co!h2t) · 
The next corollary says that only the function <p~q) is essential, from which others )O~d) 
with smaller bidegree d) are obtained by successive application of A. 
Corollary 11. We have A<p~d) = <pid-l) whenever 1 ~ d ~ q, s E fl(d). 
5.L Some properties of the secondary spherical functions. In this subsection, we 
fix a family of functions )O~d\s E fl(d)) satisfying the conditions (i),(ii),(iii),(iv) and (v) 
in Theorem 10. Starting with these :five properties, we deduce several substantial results 
which will be used not to prove Theorem 10 but also to study Poincare series in the 
next section . 
Proposition 12. There exists a {lzl < 1} such that holomorphic function R( s, z) on D(d) x 
1- 1) ). 
TheTe exists a unique family (0 ~ a ~ q- 2) of tensors in (/\ d,d Pc)HnK such that 
the following hold. 
(1) There exist N EN and P:C)M -valued functions Ph(s, z) (0 ~ h ~ 
N) on D(d) x { < 1} such that 
q-2 ( ) N <p~d)(at) = L z~~as-1 + L(logz)i Ph(s, (s E z = tanh2t E (0, 1)). 
01=0 h=O 
(2) We have c0 (s) = Aq-d(*volpn~), and ca(s) satisfies the recurrence relation: 
a-1 
4a(q- a -1) ca(s) = L {T(Dr) +(a- x:)((p + q- 1)2 - s2 ) 
+q-2)(q-,<;;-l)}c"(s), (O<a~q-2). 
(3) ForO~ a~ q-2, c01 (s) is apolynornialfunction ins E C such thatca(s) = ca(-s) 
and degc01 (s) = 2a. 
Since H K is a zero set of G with respect to the Haar measure, the form 
as a measurable form on G / K. 
is regarded 
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!,emma Ut The measuntble on G/K is integrable. 
Proposition 14. The ( d, d)-current 
5.2. A differential relation. The functions rPs = are of 
importance in our of the modular 
are related the simple formula: 
Them·em 15. Let s E . Then we have 
g E G-HK. 
6. POINCARE SERIES 
Let r be a discrete torsion free subgroup of G such that the quotient spaces 
and r n have finite invariant volumes. For we set Cv = r n H and 
l{H = H () K. Since r is torsion free, the manifold structures on the discrete 
quotients I'H \ ll/ KH and f\ G / K are entailed from those on their universal 
and . Moreover, r His a dosed subset of G and the inclusion rnH\H ~-r 
has the closed 
6.1. Curre:rrts defim~d by Poincare Let <p1dl (s E be the secondary spheri-




- r! \ 2s ds. (s E , g E G- HK). 
Let us consider the senes 
for to the set E q 
convergent as the next theorem shows. 
D(d). 
~ (d) L 4 if's,r 
-yErH\r 
> p+q-1} X (G- rH I<), where the series is 
Note Re( s) > p + q - 1 is contained in the domain 
Proposition HL Let U a compact subset G - fH K and e: a positive real number. 
Then the series converges absolutely and uniformly on U X { s E q Re( s) ;?: p + q-
1 + c:}. 
Proposition 17. We have 
r I: ll<t1~~2(g)ll 
Jr\G 'l'EfH\r 
<+oo 
In particular1 the measurable function <Pi~) (g) on f\ G / K is integrable. 
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Therefore the measurable Q)~~) on yields a current, denoted the 
same ill i~), the integration: 
('ria E 
6.2. Poisson equation. Let Ch- : 
tained from the inclusion HI KH '---+ 
be the holomorphic map ob-
~-'"''""l.HJ<. to the discrete quotients. The 
of is a Sometimes we use the """''m"L 
l!;e:neJ~"<1!:!:&eu Poisson 
Proposition 18. 
Re( s) > p + q - 1, r E N. 
6.3. Spectra] expansion of Poincare series. In order to obtain meromorphic contin-
uation. of the function s H beyond the convergence Re( s) > p + q -· 1, we 
want to use L2-theory, i.e., spectral decomposition of the Laplace-Beltrami operator act-
ing on the Hilbert space of square integrable the form 
1s not square-integrable, even when is compact. This difficulty is circumvented 
with r-. 
P:ropositio:n 19. Let r·;;;;: q- L one the conditions and 2s 




and Re( s) > p + q - 1. 
with respect to which H zs 
-2p-1). 
on is L 2+c for some f > 0. 
< +c'O, L2+< implies for a function on l'\ G by Holder's 
the space the inner product 
(alp) = a/\ 
From now on we assume that f is a i.e., the manifold f\GI /{" 
is compact. Then the Laplace-Beltrami operator !:::,. with the domain Ad,d(f\GI K) is 
essentially self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space A~~~(f\G/ K). The domain of li, the 
minimal closed extension of 6, consists of all a E At:Zf(r\GIK) such that the distribution 
!:::,a belongs to At:.J~(f\ G /I<). There exists an orthonormal basis { an}nEN of At:.J~(f\ G I K) 
consisting of eigenvectors of .6; let {An} be the corresponding system of eigenvalues: 
!:,an = ><nan. Note an's are C 00-forms and 's are non-negative real numbers because 
the differential operator 6 is positive, formally self-adjoint and elliptic. 
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Theo:rem 20. Let r ~ q - 1 and Re( s) > p + q - 1. Then 
Q(d) _ ~ 4(M-dJa, *an) a 
s,r-~{.\n+s2-(p+q-1)2}r+1 n 
is the spectral expansion Q~~) E At~~(f\G/K). 
The spectral expansion yields a meromorphic continuation of ~i~). 
Theorem 21. Let r E N and f3 E A(f\G/ I<). The function s H (<lli~)LIJ) has a mero-
morphic continuation to the whole complex plane C. A point s0 E C with Re(so) ~ 0 is 
a pole of (Qi~)l/3) if and only there exists an index n EN such that (M-doa,*an) -::J 0, 




Pn + s2- (p + q- 1)2Jr+l (o:nl/3) 
is holomorphic at s = s0 • We have the functional equation iPi~) = Q~~,r· 
7. AUTOMORPHIC GREEN CURRENT 
Set Gfi(s) = <P~:~ 1l and wfi(s) = <P~;l. 
Theorem 22. The equations 
hold. 
{6 + s2 - (p + q- 1)2 } Gk(s) = 4Aoafi, 
{,6 + s2 - + q- 1) 2 } Wk(s) = 4clar, 
H 
dcd Gk(s) + {s2 - + q- 1)2 }Wk(s) = 4oafi 
Since G~{s) and wfi( s) are meromorphic on C with at most poles at s = p+q-1, 
we can consider the constant term and the residue of their Laurent expansion: 
91 = iCTs=p+q-lGk(s), wf{ = P+rl Ress=p+q-IWk(s). 
Theorem 23. We have 
!:::, = AJar , L\ W~ = 0, dcd + IJ!k = Sar . H H 
By the Hodge theory for compact Kahler manifolds, the fundamental class of the cycle 
Ch has a unique harmonic representative in Aq,q(f\G / K) called the Poincare dual form 
of C1. Our result tells an way how to construct that harmonic form. Indeed, the 
second equation in Theorem 23 shows the ( q, q)-form IJ!~ is harmonic and the third one 
means wfi is cohomologus to the current 8ar . Therefore, Wk meets the requirements of 
H 
the Poincare dual form. 
Theorem 23 also tells that ( q- 1, q - 1 )-current 91 is a Green current for the cycle CJ;-
( cf. Gillet-Soule (2]). Though there are many Green currents for CJ;-, our construction 
fixes a choice, whose dependence on r is tractable. Note the singularity of our Green 
current is different from the one considered by Gillet-Soule. 
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8. SOME GLOBAL CONSEQUENCE 
Along the K-module decomposition (3.1 ), the current Ill~( s) is decomposed as 
q 
W~(s) = Lw~,"(s), w~,,.(s) E C00 ((G-fHI<)/I<;Vjd))r. 
Each component function \&1~1,, ( s) is also meromorphic in s E C and the Poincare dual 
form w~ is a sum of forms w~,,. = PfRess=powft-,"'(s) (0 ~ /'\, ~ q), each of which is also 
harmonic. Moreover lJ!fi,q is primitive, A w~,q = 0. 
Proposition 24. We have 
In particular, w~,o # 0. 
About the intermediate forms w~,l< (1 ~ K ~ q - we have the vanishing theorem. 
Proposition 25. For 0 < K < q1 we have = 0. 
The remaining is the primitive form W~ 0 , which can be regarded as the essential in-
gredient of the Poincare dual form. '-
The secondary spherical function 1/Js = cp~q) has a simple pole at s = Po := p + q - 1 
with 1/JH = Ress=po 1/J, such that 
(8.1) ./, ( ) 2 r(Po+q) ( -ht)-2Po e(q) 
'iJ-'H at = r(po-H)r(q-l) cos _ q , (Vt > 
The (q,q)-current 1/JH is a harmonic form belonging to the space Aq,q(G/I<)H, The co-
efficient functions g 1---t (7PH(9)!v) (v E V,/q)) belong to L2(H\G) and together with their 
right U(gc) translates span an irreducible (gc, K)-submodule 7rq of L2(H\G). 
Proposition 26. Our 
ization of rr q in the sapce 
construction w~,q! if non-zero, yields an automorphic real-
L2-automorphic forms L 2 (f\G). 
Remark 1: The representation rrq satisfies Hq,q C) ~ C, 
Remark 2: It is a subtle and difficult arithmetic problem to find whether the primitive 
form for a r is zero or not. Analogous non-vanishing statements of the Poincare 
series constructed from an ordinary spherical function with regular spectral parameter (for 
small r) are found in Oshima [6] and Tong-Wang [10]. 
9. REMARKS AND FURTHER OBSERVATIONS 
~ Though our global results after Proposition 20 in this paper are stated under the 
assumption that f\ G is compact, the same statements (except a proper modifica-
tion of the functional equation of ~J>i~)) should be true for arithmetic non-uniform 
lattices r. But the situation is technically more sophisticated. 
o Finally, we should say a few words about existing works related to the theme of 
this article. 
When the complex co dimension of H / H n I< in G /I< is one, the modular con-
struction of Green current of C1 is obtained in [5] by the same way as explained 
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here. If and n K are type IV symmetric domains and if r is a dis-
criminant group of some rational quadratic form, Bruiner [1] constructed a, 
u"'"""u"' for a 'Heegner is a member of the divisor class group of 
f\0/ K expressed as a linear combination of for various defined over 
by a. theta . It turns out; the f\mdion in IS from 
the one in according to the of the relevant Heegner divisor. 
Based 011 1:1 vvork of Oshima-Matsuki, Tong--\iVang provides a fairly "·'"'-"'--'-''<'-' 
and method to construct an realization of a, discrete senes 
of a synrrnetric space, which a .rnodular construction of the Poincare duo.l 
form associated with <J, class defined by the m 
a group with coef6.dents in a local 
they need to assume that the coefficient 
This reqniremenG is related to the V-nmdition 
po;:; . uo•2MJcc to the convergence of Poincare series 
a serious tedmicallimitation to obtain the Poincare duaJ forms in the conon:l(Hogy 
vvith constant 
To be more let us pick the 1iq defined above as an 
example. It is easy to see that ?r q is not the 
f 'h p . ' . '"" th convergence o t_~e omcare senes L,Ef'H\f m 1.e 
secondary funci:;ion has a singularity, it is enough to assure the 
e +} D 0 ' 0 ""' VT convergence m ,_.le " omcare senes = L,Ef'H\f vve 
can recover the object ~h1 (1g)' by the residue at B = 
p + q - 1 after the continuation of the series This regularization 
procedure re:mind.s us of the 'Heeke's trick' which is used to obtain an Eisenstein 
series with low weight in the classical theory of elliptic modular forms In this 
the construction of the automorphic Green current 9}~ can be regarded 
as a kind of the second lirrlit formula of Kronecker 
<l The paper [3] is also related to this paper. There we also considered modular 
symbols derived the injection H '--7 G for a pair H), But in 
this case the of the locally symmetric space associated with the 
H is totally in contrast that here in this paper we consider the holomorphic 
embeddingo Actually we have some evidence to believe that the modular 
considered in have the extremal Hodge components (i.e., ( m 1 D)-type compo-
nents), but our are algebraic hence have only p )-type Hodge components. 
In this sense, the two results in this paper and [3] rnight be the two edges of some 
more general phenomena. 
e Because of the lack of time and energy we could not handle the cases of symmetric 
(G, H) = SU(l, , Since the representations of the maximal 
compact subgroup I<~ S0(2m) of G are a bit more complicated to describe than 
the case of U(p) >< one might be asked more in computation. But we believe 
that basically the same scenario as in this paper is valid for this case too. 
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